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Abstract
In Organic Computing (OC) applications, we often face mutual influ-
ences between the entities of the system. These influences can be either
explicit, i.e., directly visible for the designer, or implicit, i.e., they are not
visible on first sight. In previous work, we developed a methodology to
make these implicit influences measurable. In this work, we present a tax-
onomy that classifies OC applications regarding their nature of influence
within the system. This taxonomy is helpful for the selection of suitable
methods for the detection of hidden mutual influences.
1 Introduction
In recent years, we observe a significant increase of the complexity in technical
systems due to growth of interconnection between devices. Due to problems that
occur when such a large networks of devices is controlled by a central unit, the
Organic Computing (OC) initiative [1] uses the concepts of self-adaption and
self-organization for mastering the resulting complexity issues. In this context,
we face systems that consist of several to huge numbers of entities that have
interdependencies. We call this class of systems Interwoven Systems [2, 3, 4].
Such interdependencies can be either explicit, which means that they are easy to
observe or they can be implicit, meaning that they do not reveal to the observer
at first sight. To resolve this issue, a methodology to make mutual influences
explicit has been presented in [5, 6].
The main contribution of this work is to define a taxonomy that allows us
to find classes of OC systems that have different characteristics regarding their
mutual influences. This is the first step in the direction of a guideline that
allows to give general rules on how the influences can be detected best in the
different classes.
The remainder of this article organized as follows: in Section 2, the general
notion of mutual influences and the methodology for the measurement of them
is outlined. Afterwards, in Section 3, the taxonomy is introduced. Furthermore,
in Section 4, we see two example applications that are classified regarding the
taxonomy. Finally, the article is concluded in Section 5.
2 Mutual Influences
In the previous section, we briefly scratched our notion of the detection of mutual
influences in distributed and self-organized systems. In order to formalize what
is meant with this brief description, this section outlines our utilized system
model which is inspired from standard machine learning notions. Despite the
background in machine learning, the methodology is assumed to be applicable
to all systems covering the basic system model. Afterwards, we continue this
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section with the presentation of the mutual influence detection algorithm. The
system model and algorithms have been originally proposed in [5]. However, we
briefly describe them here for the purpose of better readability of the following
sections. For further details please see [5].
2.1 System Model
We start with a set of entities {E1, . . . , En}, where each entity can assume dif-
ferent configurations. Such a configuration typically consists of different parts.
Consider a router as a simple example: The router can take varying configura-
tions into account, such as the processed network protocol or parameter settings
(i.e. for time-out intervals, buffer sizes, etc.). We define the whole configuration
space of an entity Ei as cartesian product Ci = ci1 × . . . × cim, where cij are
the parts of the configuration. A further assumption is that the particular con-
figurations of individual entities are non-overlapping, meaning each entity has
its own set of configurations, cij 6= ckl for all defined i 6= k, j, l. This does not
mean that the configuration parts have to be completely disjoint in structure
and values of the contained variables. For instance, two routers might have the
possibility to configure the time-out interval, which would lead to the same set
of possible configurations in these attributes, but on different devices. Such a
relation is explicitly allowed within the model.
Besides the configuration space, we need to consider a further element: the local
performance measurement. In order to apply the proposed method, each entity
has to estimate the success of its decisions at runtime – as a response to actions
taken before. This is realized based on a feedback mechanism – with feedback
possibly stemming from the environment of the entity (i.e. direct feedback) or
from manual assignments (i.e. indirect feedback). This resembles the classic
reinforcement model, where the existence of such a performance measurement
(mostly called reward) is one of the basic assumptions, cf., e.g., [7].
2.2 Measurement
Given the described system model, we continue with the actual methodology
for the measurement of mutual influences. The goal is to identify those other
entities that have influence on the entity itself.
The basic idea of the algorithm is to make use of stochastic dependency
measures that estimate associations between the performance of an entity A
and the configuration parts of a second entity B. These dependency measures
are designed to find correlations between two random variables X and Y . We
therefore identify the performance of A with a random variable X and the
performance of entity B with a random variable Y . This mapping implies that
if the association between X and Y is high, we also have a high influence of B
on A since it reflects that the configurations of B matter for the performance
of A. Vice versa, if the association is low then, we do not see an influence.
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For the measurement of the dependencies, we have so far considered the
following (stochastic) dependency measures: the Pearson Correlation Coeffi-
cient [8], the Spearman Rank Correlation [9], the Kendall Rank Correlation [10],
the Distance Correlation [11], the Mutual Information [12] and the Maximal In-
formation Coefficient [13]. A comparison between these measures can be found
in [6].
3 Taxonomy
In order to find suitable solutions for the dependency detection in as many
application domains as possible, we identified the important characteristics of
OC systems that can be used to give a guideline on how to measure the influences
in the system.
3.1 Entities
Obviously, the number of entities is an interesting characteristic for the influence
detection. If we look at OC systems, we can roughly identify three categories
of systems:
(i) small systems, i.e., systems with few entities.
(ii) middle-size systems, i.e., systems with less than few hundred entities.
(iii) large-scale systems, i.e., systems with more than a few hundred entities.
Another characteristic that is related to the entities is the configuration space
of them. As highlighted before the system model allows for multiple configu-
ration parts (cf. Sec. refsec:system-model) that can have different forms. One
interesting criteria is simply the number of configuration parts. Furthermore,
we identified the following types of configuration parts:
• nominal: the different values can be categorized, but there is no order for
the categories. For instance, categories like left and right.
• ordinal: the categories can be ordered. For instance, categories like low,
medium and high, or 1, 2, 3.
• infinite real-valued: an infinity number of values can be assumed. For
instance, this could be an interval [0, 1].
For the types nominal and ordinal there is although another characteristic for
classification which is the number of categories. In contrast, for the infinite
real-valued class, we always assume that the set of values is infinite.
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3.2 Communication
Regarding the detection of mutual influences, there are different system types
regarding the communication that is possible between the entities and the as-
sociated costs. Within the context of detection, we face two border cases. The
first one is the case where communication is free with all entities in the sys-
tem. For instance, this can happen if the system is composed of virtual entities
that utilized the same hardware, which would lead to negotiable communication
costs. The second border case is that the communication is strictly limited to
the neighbors. This is the border case since a limitation to no communication at
all makes no sense because a potential influence cannot be detected. Between
these two cases there is a variety of possibilities that reach from low to high
costs for multi-hop communication.
3.3 Influence
A first characteristic that is especially interesting in the context of high com-
munication costs is that the influence could originate from an entity that is in
the neighborhood or one that can only be contacted over multiple hops. This
leads to different detection possibilities regarding the possible communication.
Another characteristic of the influences is the possibility that multiple en-
tities have to act jointly in order to reveal there influence. For example, two
robotic arms have to hold a workpiece in place while another drills a hole in
it. Either of the holding arms does not reveal its influence as long as they are
observed separately.
Naturally, also the strength of influence is important. This can be classified
regarding two aspects. The first is the type of dependency regarding the power
of the dependency measures. Some of them are limited to linear or monotone
dependencies, but the more powerful can measure stochastic dependencies which
is the most general class of dependencies. The second aspect is the strength of
the reflection of dependency in the joint distribution; it can be very distinctive
or rather not distinctive.
One last important aspect regarding the influences in the system is that
it can include temporal aspects. This means that in some cases the influence
is imitate meaning that the results are reflected right after the configuration is
assumed. However, there are also cases where the entity is affected with a delay.
4 Examples
We consider two examples here that are interesting in the context of mutual
influences and in our current research focus. The first one are smart camera
networks and the second is an industry 4.0 application. We chose these two
since they are applications with real-world background, show strong mutual
influences and and have quite different characteristics.
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4.1 Smart Camera Networks
Smart cameras are cameras with a build-in computation unit that can be uti-
lized for several tasks, such as, image processing, object localization and object
tracking. Also, most smart cameras have pan, tilt and zoom (PTZ) capabil-
ities and the computation unit is used to determine beneficial alignments for
the camera. Beyond, the smart cameras are equipped with wired or wireless
communication devices that allow communication with neighbored cameras.
Such smart cameras can be utilized to achieve different goals. Exemplary,
this can be the tracking of objects, the identification of new objects or the con-
struction of 3D-models of objects. Of course, the performance measure, that
is obligatory to fulfill the before presented system model, heavily depends on
the chosen goal. For the purpose of this article, we assume a performance that
is based on the detection of new objects in the area and additionally on the
construction of a 3D-model of such. The second task needs at least two cameras
observing the object at the same time. This implies that the performance of
the cameras is strongly influenced by the other nearby cameras. Regarding the
configuration as depicted in the system model, we consider the three adaptable
parameters of the alignment, which are the pan, the tilt and the zoom of the
cameras.
In the following, we classify the depicted smart camera networks regarding
the taxonomy. Starting with the entity characteristics. If we look at the first
characteristic, that is the number of entities, we do not have a clear classification
since SCN kann have different sizes from few cameras to few hundred cameras.
Large-scale systems are also possible, but, looking at the current development,
this is not expected for the near future. The number of configuration parts in
this domain is three, i.e., the pan tilt and the zoom. Each of the configuration
parts is infinite real-valued.
Regarding the communication, we can face different instances of SCN. As
mentioned before, smart cameras can be connected wired or wireless. In the
case of a wireless ad-hoc network, we face high communication costs at least for
multi-hop communication. If we face wired connections, the situation is not as
demanding as in wireless communication, but, still limited.
Considering the influences in such system, we find that the influences are
limited to the spatial neighborhood. This is since we the cameras can only be
influenced by other cameras that share the potential field of view due to the
nature of the performance measure. But we can not suspect that the influences
can be detected by linear or monotonic measures, therefore we categorize them
as stochastic. Moreover, we cannot find instances in which the influence only
reveals if several neighbors act in common. Furthermore, we do not see a tem-
poral influence in the system since previous configurations of the camera do not
play a role for the other cameras. This is because the cameras only get higher
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rewarded if the observe the same camera at the same time.
4.2 Industry 4.0
Behind the general term industry 4.0 one finds manifold attempts for intercon-
nection and the further atomization of industrial facilities (cf. e.g. [14]). They
reach from a machine that can be analyzed and operated via a tablet computer
up to a fully autonomous, so called smart factory. The industry 4.0 application
presented here is inspired by a smart factory demonstrator of the company Beck-
hoff1. Even though this basic demonstrator only consists of two autonomous
parts, i.e., a transport system and a work station, it is already intended to
use several of such autonomous systems [15]. Therefore, we pick this expected
development up and create scenarios with multiple entities that are based on
Beckhoff’s demonstrator, but exceed the possibilities of it in some facets in or-
der to reflect the expected developments in the area of smart factories. The
two main components we focus this analysis on, are the flexible transport sys-
tem and the work stations. The work stations are able to use different tools,
such as different drills, saws, or die cutters. They have the possibility to con-
figure which of the different tools are used during runtime and form the points
in the smart factory where the workpieces are actually processed. The flexible
transport system has several mover, i.e., trolleys, that hold workpieces and can
move at individual speeds on a designated track. The track connects two work
stations and the pick-and-place robot, i.e., a robotic arm that is able to pick up
work pieces and put them in other places, e.g., another work station.
Regarding the entity characteristics, we can assume that such smart factory
consists of a rather small system with few entities. This reflects the current
state-of-the-art in this area. However, in principle, a smart factory could also
be a large-scale system. The configuration space of the work station is com-
posed of only a single configuration part that is nominal with a small number
of categories.
For the communication, one can assume that the communication is rather
cheap since the workstations are stationary. Moreover, a designated area can
easily be connected by wire and could also be controlled by virtual agents that
are emulated on a central computer. The situation changes if the system con-
sists of several closed up areas that might not be connectible that easy.
Since in systems with a smaller number of nodes we can assume that all
entities are neighbored, for instance, as virtual agents in a central device, we
do not have to consider multi-hop influences here. In contrast, the situation is
more complex regarding the influences that only reveal if several entities act in
common, e.g., two robotic arms have to hold a workpiece in place while another
drills a hole in it. Since the configuration space of the different entities in a
1https://www.beckhoff.com/ (accessed on 19.04.2016)
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smart factory is rather small, it might be possible to use linear or monotonic
dependency measures for this purpose. What can be clearly stated here is that
the influences in the system will be temporal since the workpieces move through
the system and will cause a delay in the occurrence of influences.
5 Conclusion
Concluding the work, we have seen a taxonomy regarding the detection of mu-
tual influences in OC systems. The classification is illustrated by two exemplary
application studies, i.e. a smart camera and an industry 4.0 example. Compar-
ing the classification of these two systems, we see that they are quite different
in some key characteristics, e.g., in the type of influences that occur.
In future work, we will create a guide to help designers of systems to find
suitable methods from a mutual influence detection tool kit in order to ensure
the best results regarding the different application classes.
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